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safe.

Christopher, Angie and Sarah:
 
This email is provided as notification to USEPA and WDNR of the abandonment and reinstallation
that occurred for 3 monitoring wells that are part of the MW013 cluster (background well cluster at
the SW corner of the site) at the Tyco Fire Products LP Stanton Street facility located in Marinette,
Wisconsin. The monitoring wells are a component of the water level data collection included in the
barrier monitoring program. During other site work, which included preparing for sampling activities
that included some of the Stanton St. wells, Tyco’s contractor Arcadis noted that all 3 of the MW013
wells were damaged during grading and installation of a new parking lot constructed by KKIL within
that area. Since Arcadis was working with a driller to install other wells nearby, they were able to
coordinate installation of new replacement wells and abandonment of the old wells right away.
MW013S, MW013M, and MW013D were all abandoned on 11/2/22. The replacement MW013
cluster installation dates are as follows:
MW013D-R   11/3/22
MW013S-R    10/26/22
MW013M-R  10/26/22
 
The replacement wells were installed directly to the east of the existing well cluster. Additional
details (updated survey information, abandonment and installation logs) will be provide in the next
quarterly and/or annual report.
 
Please let us know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
 
Heather Ziegelbauer, PE* | Jacobs | Project Manager
O:+1.262.644.6167 | M:+1.312.933.1017 | heather.ziegelbauer@jacobs.com
1610 N. 2nd Street, Suite 201 | Milwaukee, WI 53202 | USA
*Wisconsin
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and deleting it from your computer.


